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Draft Deferments Cancelled

Drop in Graduote Enrollment Expected
by John Christie
Trevor Colburn, Dean of the UNH
Graduate School anticipates a ‘ ‘ large
drop in graduate enrollment” next
year due to the cancellation of gradu
ate student deferments announced by
the Selective Service last Friday.
The loss of deferments was based
on a memorandum from the National
Security Council (NSC) d e c l a r i n g
graduate deferments “ not essential”
to the national interest except in the
medical fields. President Johnson is
chairman of the NSC,
A 50-65 percent decline in new gradu
ate enrollment is expected for the whole
country according to Gustov Asht, ex
ecutive director of the Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States.
Dean Colburn speculated that the de
cline on the UNH campus would be

greater.
“ The effect of the loss of defer
ments on prestigious schools will be
very small because they will be dip
ping a little lower for their students.
When they dip lower they will be
taking students that would have come
here,” he explained.
Another problem created by a de
cline in graduate enrollment will be
the difficulty in getting “ adequate”
graduate assistants.
“ We will have
to be more inventive in recruiting
graduate students,” said Colburn.
“ The most disturbing thing to me
is that a newly admitted grad can be
grabbed at any time. Until now a grad
was at least allowed to finish a sem es
ter; now he can be drafted any time
his local board wants to do so ,” ex
plained Colburn,

Colburn plans to send a letter to
New Hampshire’ s Congressional del
egation to ask Selective Service Di
rector General Lewis B. Hershey to
let graduate students at least finish
out their semester before they are
drafted.
“ The chances of Hershey doing this
are almost zero,” said Colburn.
Colburn agreed with other educators
across the country on the effect of the
new draft rule.
“ The country will
be fearfully short of good scientists
and teachers in the next year,” he said.
The new rule on deferments will

not come before Congress for at least
another two years, explained Colburn.
Colburn questioned the value of a
graduate student as an infantry man.
“ A graduate student is not the ideal
soldier. And besides that, you never
know how many Albert Einsteins’ will
be killed in Vietnam.”
The loss in graduate school enroll
ment could also have an effect on the
University’ s already strained budget,
“ Only educators are screaming now,
but as soon as industry feels the loss
of qualified people, the screams will
become louder,” said Colburn.

Experts Agree LSD Has Value
When Used in Research Setting
LSD may not be as bad as many
think.
Three experts on the hallucinogen
agreed that the drug has potential
value if used in a research setting.
They spoke Monday night at a sym
posium sponsored by the Philosophy
Department and the Memorial Union
Student Organization,
“ LSD produces enough positive ef
fects, as well as negative effects, to
warrant its being studied,” said Dr.
Russell C. Leaf, assistant professor
o f Biology and Psychology at Wesleyan
U n iversity , speak in g on the b io lo g ic a l

and psychological aspects of LSD.
Leaf was joined on the panel by
Dr. Malcolm B. Bowers, assistant
professor of Psychiatry at Yale, who
talked about the psychiatric implica
tions of the drug’ s use, and Dr. Huston
Smith, professor of Philosophy at MIT,
who spoke on the religious aspects of
LSD.
Of the three experts, only Smith
had personally experienced the effects
of the drug, although Leaf claimed he
had taken drugs which produced similar
effects.
Each speaker described some posi
tive, pleasant features of LSD use.
Leaf, for example, said, “ Especially
pleasurable effects can be extremely
intensified by LSD, Smith said he re
garded his exposure to LSD “ as among
the very most important experiences of
my life,”
It was made clear that LSD can
cause adverse emotional and physical
reactions. Leaf spoke of “ lasting and
persisting personality changes” and
chromosomal breakage. “ Anyone who
takes LSD today and has heard about
such things as chromosomal breakage
is more likely to take a bad trip,” he
said.
Student usage of marijuana was men
tioned only briefly by the speakers.
Bowers said, “ risks for marijuana
smokers are primarily legal,”
Leaf warned that “ tremendously high
dosages of marijuana—dosages I am
sure none of you in this room have
ever experienced,” mimic the effects
of LSD and can attack chromosomes.
Bowers differentiated between drugusers and drug-tasters. “ The hard
core drug culture is composed of
drug-users as o p p o s e d to d r u g
tasters,” he said.
Most users on

campuses are drug tasters because
they “ do not take pot every day or
LSD weekly,” Bowers added.
Bowers said drug usage has “ reached
its peak, but our culture is a drug
using culture.
The tendency is to
say ‘our drugs are O.K., but yours are
out.
Above all, alcohol is all-right
but pot is not.”

Pizza Den Expands;
To Serve Beer Soon
The Pizza Den will be serving beer
soon.
According to Roger Libite, manager
of the Pizza Den, the Pizza Den is
expanding its facilities to accommodate
a newly acquired liquor license.
The expansion, in the form of a Keg
Room, has already begun. The Keg
Room will be in the basement of the
establishment and will be approximate
ly the same size as the present Pizza
Den.
The room is being built to accommo
date one hundred people at fifty twoperson tables which are now being
custom-made in Boston,
Both pizza and beer will be served
in the Keg Room. According to Libite,
“ The Keg Room is being built primarily
for those people who enjoy beer with
their pizza. It will not be a barroom
as such. We are, however, consider
ing the possibility of some sort of
entertainment in the future,”
Plans are also being made for the
eventual formation of a “ 21” Club
which will be primarily for the stu
dents.
No fee will be charged for
membership, but each member will
have to pay for his own mug which
will be personalized and be put on
a shelf in the Keg Room for his
personal use.
Despite the definite attraction for
students, Libite stressed that, “ the
atmosphere is not being designed to
cater only to the students, but to the
older crowd as well.
“ We anticipate no problems. Most
o f the students who come in here are
nice and decent,” said the Pizza Den’ s
manager.
Libite indicated the Keg Room will
open around Easter.

"reelin’
Groovy”

Even Art Garfunkel (left) noticed it. During his
and Paul Simon’ s (right) concert Sunday, the hairy
perform er scanned the sell-out audience and said,
“ Look at all those good smiles out there,” For
further coverage of winter carnival events see pages
two and three.

Obsienity Charges Plague 'Avatar'
“ Most of our readers dislike us,
that’ s why they read the paper” , ex
plained Bob McQuaid, office boy at
“ Avatar” , Boston’ s “ underground”
newspaper.
McQuaid and Wayne Hansen, an edi
tor of bi-monthly“ Avatar” ,were spon
sored by the Tattlers yesterday in the
Hillsboro Room of the Memorial Union.
The controversial “ Avatar” has been
involved in sixty law cases, mostly on
obscenity charges, “ They’ re extreme
ly annoying, like a roomful of mos
quitoes,” said Hansen.
A student asked Hansen what he
thought obscenity was.
The editor,
wearing rim less glasses and bellbottomed trousers, answered, “ The
same thing that the Supreme Court
says it is.
We’ ve got to leave the

concept of obscenity on the books,
though we couldn’ t imagine what it
could be,”
McQuaid squatted on his heels in
his chair and blew smoke rings, “ The
authorities do not have the power to
shut us down completely,” he said,
“ They just try to stop us from ex
panding.”
“ If we got convicted by the Supreme
Court, there’ d be rebellion in the
streets,” Hansen added. “ We’ re not
people to play around with.”
McQuaid feels that Avatar like all
the “ underground” press is just some
thing new.
“ It’ s just a new means of commu
nicating,” said Hansen.
“ We want
no s o c i^ reform . It’ s not ours to do,
we just reflect.”
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Simon and Garfunkel Sing to 4,000 in Field House Sunday Afternoon
by Gall Thorell
Last Sunday afternoon two young
men strode into a Field House
classroom after enchanting an
audience of nearly 4,000 with a
distinctly
personal
brand of
music.
The short, dark-haired gui
tarist quickly glanced around the
dreary concrete room and closed
his mouth tightly as though re

pressing a smile.
A curly-haired blonde with his
hands in the pockets of faded
jeans followed, gazing ahead as
he walked. Suddenly he smiled
and printed in block letters on
the blackboard:
ANTHRO 4113X
MR. GARFUNKEL
“ There will be a term paper
this sem ester,” he quipped.

P E R SO N A L POSTERS
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X

24

Send A n y B & W or Color
Photograph, Negative, Col
lage, Drawing, Or Snap
shot. All Posters B & W.
Your Original Returned
Include
School
Name
Only $3.75 + .25 handling
Psychedelic Photo Co.
P. 0. Box 3071
St. Louis, Missouri 63130

Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel
sat down in front of recording
apparatus set up by WUNH, the
campus radio station.
Simon, who wrote the musical
score for the film, “ The Grad
uate” , put on gold rimmed sun
glasses and remarked, “ That’ s
so I can give ‘ hippie’ answers
to the questions.”
After the interview he leaned
nonchalantly against a wall to
talk to a cluster of fans who had
been allowed inside. He answered
the questions briefly if at all.
At the opposite end of the room,
Garfunkel, a math major working
toward his Ph.D. at Columbia,
sat surrounded by youngsters
offering him pictures and pieces

of Winter Carnival posters to
autograph.
He asked about a half dozen 6f
the boys their names, then gently
poked one in the stomach and
asked, “ What’ s your life like?”
Another youth questioned him
about the use of napalm in Viet
nam. Garfunkel responded: “ If
you believe war is wrong, then
any weapon is wrong. But you
can’ t ignore war. First you have
to determine your starting point,
then it’ s all a matter of problem
solving. Simple answers don’ t
make sense.”
A tousled-haired eighth grader
asked Garfunkel, who was holding
a nailclipper, what it felt like to
be on stage. Garfunkel told him.

Tom Rush Sells-out Sunday
“ It’ s what I jvant for now,”
explained the soft-spoken folksinger Tom Rush about his musical career.
Rush, who holds a B.A. in
English Literature from Har-

W H IT E H O U S E

vard, strummed his guitar in
his dressing room during the
intermission of his sellout performance at Johnson Theater
Saturday.
Lighting a tiny brown cigar
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"COMPARE
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and leaning back in his chair,
he said that he was born in P orts
mouth, N.H. but spent most of
his childhood in Concord, where
he attended St. Paul’ s School.

Rush first started playing pro
fessionally in Cambridge, Mass.
J L C I A N S , I N C . “ Somebody asked me to All in -so I did,” he said. “ Then the
we.
Pover, N. H.
owner wanted to hire m e --so I
8:30-5
Closed W eds. let him.” He has appeared often
at the Club 47 in Cambridge.

Rx P R E SC R IP T IO N S FILLED O R DUPLICAT ED

Northwestern
Mutual Life

“ Well, mostly I wonder what it’ s
like to be you out there in the
audience.”
The wavy-haired singer re
members fans he meets. After
the Field House concert, he
recognized a 17 year old girl
from a concert a year ago and
remembered her name.
Gar
funkel encouraged her to keep
writing her novel about “ a teeny
bopper who faces reality.”
Soon the singer’ s road mana
ger, a heavy set man with a bushy
beard, approached Garfunkel and
whispered that it was time to
leave.
Neither singer hurried; each
continued
talking
with new
friends.

HARDWARE HOUSE
Jenkins Court

$10,000 Whole LHe,
Age 22, Mole

Wearing rim less glasses. Rush
studied a gash in his left index
finger.
He carefully wound a
Band-aid around it.
Though he still enjoys per
forming, he sometimes has to
force uiiTiSSlf to go on.
He
philosophized:
“ If
all those
people came to have a good
time—I can’ t be nasty to them.”
Once Rush did miss a concert
at Dartmouth. “ I had to lly in on
one of those little charter planes.
You know, the kind that goes like
this,” he said, making fluttering
hand gestures.
“ It was late. Then I had to
rent a car to go the rest of the
way.
By the time I got there
it was time for the concert to be
ov er,” Rush continued.
“ I never practice.
I don’ t
have a program. All I know are
my opening and closing num
b e rs ,” Rush admitted.
The
lanky man
rose and
strummed his guitar thoughtfully
as he walked toward the stage—
perhaps plotting the second half
of his concert.

The New La Cantina
Restaurant and
Guaranteed Cash Value at Age 65
Dividends Accumulated at 4.5%
Total Cash Available
Total Deposits to Age 65
Return or Profit

Lounge

$ 6 ,1 2 1 .9 0
10,000.00*
$16,121.90
7,082.10
$ 9,039.80

EV ER Y TH U RSD AY AFTERNO O N
1 - 6 P.M. at
The CO - OP

For Further Information Contact:
Campus Representative:
Don Mudgett
5 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N. H.
Tel. 868-5361

12 Rosemary Lane Behind A T 0

w h k th e r used here o r n o L
w eil b u y a n y hook resahhte

*The above Dividend illustration is based on the 1968
Dividend Scale and is not guaranteed . . . Good thing too!
Northwestern's Dividend Scale has been increased in 13 of
the last 16 years.
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Entertainment crowded the three day Winter Carnival Weekend.
Friday night Sue Stevens, (left center) representing TKE, was
crowned Winter Carnival Queen (lower right) by President Mc
Connell.
Crash helmets and bruises were in fashion for the Saturday
morning “ Anything Goes Race” (top center).
But the big entertainment started with the Tom Rush concert on
Saturday afternoon (top left) and continued Sunday afternoon when
Paul Simon (top right) and Art Garfunkel (lower left), combined
their talents (center) in concert. (See stories page 2).
(Staff Photos)

Annual Torch Relay Ignites A G R ’s House Spirit
by David T. Mayberry
“ Actually, I like running be
side the road in the middle of the
night without anybody to cheer me
on,”
said Harry Wilcomb
facetiously.
Harry climbed slowly back into
the car after running two-tenths
o f a mile along snowbanked Route
3 through Franconia Notch at
six o’ clock in the morning. The
temperature
was 12 degrees
below zero.
Harry was one of 28 Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity brothers
who spent about 12 hours last
Friday running a kerosene torch
’f rom the base of Cannon Moun
tain 124 miles to Durham to
officially open the University’ s
1968 Winter Carnival.
The UNH Outing Club started
the torch relay tradition a decade
ago.
After seven years, the
Outing Club decided to abandon
the idea for lack of interest.
That’ s when AGR took over.
“ We didn’ t want to see the
torch relay stopped,” said House
President Fred Courser. “ So,
we decided to carry on the tra
dition.”
“ Most brothers want to d oit,”
Courser continued, “ and it ce r
tainly helps pull the house to
gether as fhr as spirit goes.”
The spirit started Thursday
afternoon when Millard Sonny
Martin and John Baldi took the
3:30 tramway to the top of Cannon
to ski the torch down.
“ It was supposed to be ‘ ex
cellent’ skiing, best conditions
of the year,” explained Baldi,
who has very little skiing ex
perience. “ So I push-off, curl
up into an egg and head down.
All of a sudden there is nothing
but ice. And they said the best
skiing conditions all year.”
The ice was too much for Baldi
who wrenched a leg muscle on a
fall and had to be sledded to the

bottom by the ski patrol. Martin
carried the torch and reached the
bottom about 4:50 after a short
20 minute ski.
The torch was placed outside
the warming hut at the Banshee
T -b a r for the night.

The
first carload
arrived
around 7.
Three more carloads of bro
thers arrived later. Everyone
spread his sleeping bag on the
floor, laid down and talked about
the next day’ s relay.
“ We’ ve got to get psyched up
somehow,” explained Baldi. “ We
do a lot o f talking now because
we won’ t be doing any for days
after.”
The talk faded gradually to
sleep.
A full moon lighted the ski
slopes at five the next morning
when the brothers drank their
Metrecal breakfasts. By 5:40,

all cars were packed and running.
And so was Richard “ Stretch”
Martin, the first runner who
carried the torch out of Cannon
and down past the Old Man.
The idea was simple. Keep
runners stationed along the road

to run the torch.
The five car caravan preceeded
the runner and the State Police
escort. The runners in the lead
car were let out at intervals of
one or (if they chose) more tenths
of a mile.
Once all runners in a car were
out, the driver doubled back and
picked them up as they finished
running. The car then went to the
end of the line.
The brothers averaged five
miles apiece over the day running
between one and five tenths of a
mile each turn.
The system worked well. The
runners averaged 10 or 11 miles
an hour. When they dropped be
hind schedule, all runs were cut
to one tenth of a mile to pick up
An unidentified AGR brother passes torch to
the speed.
Richard “ Stretch” Martin just north of North
The caravan passed through R O U I I w w O l K Woodstock at 6 a.m. during early part of Torch
Plymouth at 7:20 with the temp
Relay. Temperature is -12 degrees.
erature still below zero. The
(Photo by Sanborn)
torch reached Laconia at 10:40.
The tempeature stood now at 12 Dick Weston, Dennis Murphy and Hurry up.
Get set. There.”
degrees.
Susan Shore, filled in for him.
As soon as the picture was
Charles Child ran the torch None really knew what was going taken, Romney stopped running,
to the State House in Concord on.
left the AGR brothers and boarded
three minutes ahead of schedule
The highlight of the Concord his bus. He had run a block and
at 1:57.
The temperature had ceremonies came when P resi a half.
risen to 29 degrees.
dential-hopeful George Romney
The trip to Durham along Route
“ The ceremonies in Concord arrived as scheduled to carry 4 was uneventful and fast. The
are a farce and have been for the the torch.
torch
was run into Durham
three years I’ ve run,” said Cal
The brothers expected Romney shortly after six, more than an
Perkins.
“ There’ s no recog to run six city blocks with the hour and
forty-five minutes
nition.
Nobody
knows what’ s torch.
Ronmey’ s
pressmen before it was due at the hockey
going on so everybody just mulls wanted him just to hand it over rink to open Winter Carnival,
around.”
to another brother. A Life photo
The AGR brothers went to their
This year’ s ceremonies were grapher asked for a picture. So house and ate and relaxed and to
no better than Perkins expected. Romney ran, shooing the photo taled up the cost of the relay:
Governor King, who had pro grapher ahead of him.
gasoline cost the house $60, and
mised to receive the torch, had
“ Here we com e,” said Romney Metrecal, $20. “ But we figure
been suddenly called to Man running with Perkins and holding the publicity and enjoyment is
chester. Three of his assistants. onto the torch. “ Get set, get set. well worth it,” said Courser.
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Editorial

Letters To The Editor

Later This Spring
Monday evening, John Rodat, past
president of the Student Senate, praised
the success of the self-imposed curfew
system in his annual report delivered at
the Senate banquet in Exeter.
'T h e exciting thing about self-imposed
curfews," said Rodat, "Is that exactly
what we said would happen, happened —
nothing."
Senior women and women 21 years
old participating In the program have not
abused the privilege, Rodat pointed ou.t,
but have accepted the additional respons
ibility admirably. That, too, is as students
predicted.
Few flaws have been found in the
system. And yet the Women's Rules
Committee and the Dean's Office con
tinue to delay extension of the self-im
posed curfew system to junior women.
The most recent word from the Dean's
Office about self-imposed curfews for
juniors Is that they will be extended

some time later this spring.
Such caution is unjustifiable, The
system has proved itself.
The University's only objection to the
curfew system is the cost.
"It is an expensive program, consider
ing the number of girls who are using it,"
said John A. Curtis, Assistant Director
of Housing
Curtis points out that no more than 30
women have taken out keys on any one
night, and on an average night the num
ber rarely exceeds 15. Despite the num
ber of women using the system, the key
tender receives full pay.
Extending the self-imposed curfew
system to juniors would certainly not
cost the University any more. In fact, it
would be a prudent monetary move.
The extension is overdue. Excuses for
delay are exhausted. Junior women de
serve the self-imposed curfew system
now.

SDS Scores Proposed Rules;
Criticizes 'Ambivalence*

To the Editor:
We, the Students For A Demo
cratic Society, question the pro
posed disciplinary code on two
grounds.
First, the rules themselves are
poorly written. For example the
section labelled “ General Con
duct” presents an overwhelming
ambivalence
concerning “ the
University’ s interests as an aca
demic
community.” We con
template, in tragi-com ic fashion,
whom this excommunication en
compasses.
W itches?
Reds?
Hippies? Emancipated women?
Furthermore the section giving
the University the power to alter
a student’ s status prior to civil
trial is highly questionable. Is
the University totalling ignoring
the cherished concept of a man’ s
recognized innocence imtil his
guilt has been proven?
The section in which the Uni
versity holds organized groups
responsible for the compliance
of their members with Univer
sity Regulations is ambivalent
and ridiculous. If a fraternity
brother breaks a window, can the
whole house be held guilty of
Am I correctly informed that, nam?
Ngo Dinh Diem was brought to
Is it naive in 1968 to consider compliance? Should the editors
of the various student literary
Vietnam from the United States, war in terms of morality?
How does it happen that the U.S. magazines be accountable for the
and installed as a leader south
of the temporary dividing line, government can ignore world op
three months after the Geneva inion?
conference with massive U.S.
Can it be that it is time for the
military aid in violation of the American public to carefully re To the Editor:
Geneva agreement?
view executive authority?
A.M., whoever he may be,apIs it so that the U.S. did not
Is it true that in the U.S., a parently m i s s e d the point of
allow the agreed upon free elec President no longer has to re Nixon’ s speech. In his blatant
tions scheduled for 1956?
quest a declaration of war?
ly biased editorial (“ So What
Is it true that these American
Am I correct in assuming that Else Is New,” Feb. 14), he ac
actions and the rule of Diem once the American executive is cused Nixon of echoing Lyndon
caused widespread resistance by elected, there is no opportunity Johnson, particularly in regard
the people in the southern part of for non-confidence movements, to Vietnam.
Vietnam, leading to an organized that in certain matters the U.S.
Nothing could be further from
coalition resistance movement executive has the authority of a the truth!
called the National Liberation dictator for four years?
Everyone knows that Lyndon
Front?
With
Vietnam as an object Johnson is a forem ost advocate
Would the U.S. supported gov lesson, will American thinking o f the “ domino theory” . A c
ernment have fallen long ago, concerning the rights of other cording to domino theorists, we
if it had been forced to rely on peoples change?
are fighting in Vietnam because
It would be wonderful to have if it falls to the communists, it
the people of Vietnam for sup
port?
_______________
_ the fathers of the American Re
Is it true that this is a war public still with us to help answer' will, in effect, knock over all the
other free Asian countries with
for
national survival, inde these questions.
it. (A free Asian country is one
pendence, and self determination
Donovan Russell
that has a totally corrupt rightby the Vietnamese?
Office o f Principal
wing dictatorship that buys arms
Does it matter that the entire
Parkside School
from the U.S., as opposed to a
world is becoming increasingly
Summerside, P.E.I.
captive Asian nation, which has
disgusted with U.S. action in Viet
Canada
a mildly corrupt left-w ing dic

Principal A sks Questions about Vietnam
To the Editor;
Because I want to believe in
Am erica and what it stands for,
I would ask that you publish the
following letter to your readers,
hoping that I will receive many
replies and comments which will
enlighten me as to public Am
erican thinking on Vietnam. I
sincerely hope that all readers
will make an honest attempt to
find the answers to my questions,
as we are all in the hands o f the
good American people at this
moment in history. I still be
lieve that in the United States lies
a great hope for mankind.
I
want to know however, if the
people of this great nation still
adhere to the philosophy upon
which the United States was dra
matically founded. Permit me
then to ask the following ques
tions:
What did U Thant have in mind
in 1965 when he inferred that the
American people did not know
the true facts of Vietnam?
Is it true that the guerrilla
forces led by Ho Chi Minh were
our allies against the Japanese
in WW n?

Second, we oppose the manner
m which these rules are created.
Like the rigidly binding quality of
the arbitrary whims of autocratic
rulers, these rules subject an im
potent student body to controlled
direction from above. The man
ner in which they are made is
anti-thetical to any concept, how
ever vague, of dem ocratic pro
cedures. Very simply, students
do not have the right to govern
their own conduct. The Student
Senate can merely voice an ir 
relevant disapproval.
As students, we have allowed
the Faculty Senate to act as
dictatorial parents. As students
we have surrendered the right to
govern our pesonal lives.
SDS strongly urges all students
to help defeat the bill. We further
urge that all students unite be
hind the Ad Hoc Committee for
Student Rights. This action must
be done immediately.
The UNH Chapter of SDS
Trinka Carskado
Bill Brown
Sandy Moore, Chairman

Did 'A M ’ m iss Nixon’s Point?
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tatorship that buys arms from
Russia.)
Richard Nixon, on the other
hand, realizes that if all of the
free Asian countries are knocked
over, the United States will have
no upstanding Asian nations with
which to trade. Therefore, he
has replaced the domino theory
with the “ cork in the bottle
of communist expansion” theory.
And as everyone ( e x c e p t , per
haps, A.M.) must realize, there

is a world of difference between
a domino and a bottle. I, for one,
would rather face the Vietnam
situation with a bottle in my hand
than with a domino. Three cheers
for tricky Dick!
Name Withheld
Upon Request

W ho Is 'A M ’?
To the Editor:
After reading your editorial
“ So What Else Is New?” in the
February 14th issue of the paper,
I attempted to discover the mean
ing of the a p p e n d e d letters
“ A.M .” . A quick check of the
staff listed showed aD.M ., M.M.,
and J.M., but no A.M.
The f o l l o w i n g possibilities
were then considered and re 
jected: that it stood for either
Agnes Moorehead, Arjay Miller,
Arthur Murray, or Arthur Mil
ler; that the editorial had been
written in the morning; that it
was a mantra recommended by
the Maharishi; that it indicated
the writer was amplitude modu
lated and therefore getting the
good “ vibes” .
The only remaining possibility
would seem to be the ubiquitous
Andy Merton. Right?
J. W .Cerny

LBJ Vote Pledges Challenged
To the Editor;
The New Hampshire Demo
cratic Party’ s collection of vote
pledges for President Johnson
is an amazing, gross violation of
individual freedom.
However, the silent reaction of
our academic community to this
pledging system is even more
amazing, especially the reaction
o f the liberal members of our
community.
Does this silence
indicate
acquiescence,
fear,
apathy, or some combination of
all those states?

Whatever be the answer, I
would like to lodge my own small,
conservative protest against this
blatant political coercion in the
hope that others may join me.
At the same time, I would like to
beg my liberal colleagues to di
vert their attention from Viet
nam for just a few moments and
to react to an assault against
political freedom which is taking
place right here in New Hamp
shire.
James Horrigan
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Heilbronner Gets Fulbright;
Will Lecture in Greece
by Susan Hammond
Hans Heilbronner, professor of
history, will teach in Greece
ne}^t September under a Fulbright Grant.
He will teach at Pearce Uni
versity,
an American girls’
school in Athens.
“ It is the only Fulbright lec
turing grant awarded to anyone
in the world this year, as far as
I know. I applied for it, and I
got it about two weeks ago. I
haven’ t gotten many details yet,
but I have written to the Dean
for the particulars,” explained
Heilbronner.
In addition to teaching twen
tieth century European history,
he plans to do research in Ger
many, Austria, and Russia.
At UNH Heilbronner is best
known as a Russian history pro
fessor.
His interest in Russian history
began in a strange way. “ I had
already taken Latin--I disliked
it intensely--and French in high
school.
At the University of
Michigan I still had to meet an
other language requirement, so I
tried Russian,” he said.
In 1962 he made his first trip
to the Soviet Union, where he
found the average Russian much
like the average American.
“ The people are as material
istic as our people. They have the
desire for a good job and a car,
yet on a lower level than here. I
found the college students as di
vorced from ideological involve
ment as ours,” he commented.
The problem of poverty is not
the same as in America. “ Slums
in the Soviet Union are not the
slums of Harlem for example,”
he said. “ There is not a single
social
group which
doesn’ t
possess the expectation of im
proving, as in this country.”
A characteristic of the Soviet
people which may especially sur

Hans Heilbronner
(Photo by Justianiano)

prise Americans is the Russian
use of leisure time. Heilbronner
found they spend their free time
in a more productive way than
Americans. “ Forexample, their
reading habits are far higher than
in America. They are involved
in
more constructive endea
vors,” he noted.
“ They are very aware of their
faults. Their emphasis is upon
social good for the whole. They
read their propaganda but the ca
pacity to ignore it is immense.
It is important to make a dis
tinction between reading and re
sponding to it,” he continued.
Heilbronner, a native of Ba
varia who came to the United
States as the age of 13, is no
stranger to Europe. He wrote
his dissertation in Paris during
1953-54.
He is anxious to begin teaching
in Greece. “ Essentially I hope
to come in contact with a totally
different
group and different
teaching procedures,”
Heil
bronner concluded.
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Spanish Art Exhibit Features Picasso, Goya
By Pat Lihatsh
“ Four Centuries of Spanish
Art,” the current exhibition in
the Scudder Gallery of Paul Arts,
features works by leading con
temporary Spanish artists which
shouldn’ t be missed. The re
presentation of the 17th, 18th,
and 19th centuries, which in
cludes a series of forty etchings
by Francisco de Goya, is not
unimportant, but the quality and
variety of the modern entries - which include several P icassos-is definitely more impressive.
For a small exhibit, the show
includes a remarkably compre
hensive cross section of what
Spanish art is doing today, and

current Spanish art is pro
digiously active.
There is a characteristic di
versity among Spanish contemp
orary artists.
The variety of
mediums stands out immediately.
There are etchings, posters,
lithographs, and drawings, as
well as pure gouache and oil
paintings; moreover, there are
real innovations in creation.
Ubinas’
“ Compositions”
are
made of plywood, gouged and
painted and inlaid with metal;
Joan Josef Tharrats uses paint
mixed with sand for an explosive
effect in his painting, “ Zodiac” .
And in his “ Maculata #3” , like
Francisco Ferrares (“ Tableau

#257” ), he combines paint and
tissue paper to create an indes
cribably unique sort of surface.
The
two works
by Pablo
Picasso deserve s p e c if atten
tion. His etching, “ The Dream
and The Lie of Franco” is one
of a series and a contemporary of
Picasso’ s famous mural, “ Guer
nica” .
Perhaps
the most
totally
Spanish element in Picasso’ s oil
painting,
“ Woman Seated in
Chair” , is the woman herself;
she looks Spanish.
“ Four Centuries of Spanish
Art”
will be on view in the
Scudder Gallery through Feb
ruary 29.
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The Drilling Must Go On if the Lihrary Is to Have Carpeting
by Chris Cobb

of a stairwell for an escalator new third floor. The entire rear brarian.

New construction will books on Floor B, periodicals

Construction w ork on the lib  which will go from Floor C up wall will be pushed out as far as stop next December, when re on the second floor and a second
A public the old sidewalk on the library modelling of the present library charging desk on Floor C .
r a r y fo rces students who study to the Main Floor.
will begin.
Despite the noise of construc
there to adapt to w h irrs , rum bles, elevator is also being installed. side of the ravine.
The new library will be finished
Steel
supports
are being
Additional
changes include tion, students still flock to the
and pounds.

Much of the current noise in the erected for the expansion of the in September 1969, according to carpeting and air-conditioning library.
One senior said that he pre
library comes from the drilling second floor and the creation of a Charlotte Anderson, assistant li throughout the library, reserve
ferred to listen to a constant
jack-hammer
rather than the
talking and foot-shuffling in his
Sam t say we specialize in p ow er...
residence hall. “ I wouldn’ t want
power for propulsion. . . power for
to go anywhere else because I’ m
so used to studying here after
auxiliary sy ste m s. . . power for aircraft,
four years,” he said.
Two coeds frankly admitted,
missiles and space vehicles. . . power for
“ We talk to each other so much
that we don’ t notice the noise.”
merino and industrial applications...
A Stoke resident commented,
“ They don’ t enforce the quiet
hours in my dorm. I like a place
that’ s designated as a study area.
Ham Smith makes me restless.
Those little chairs get to me and
I start moving around and people
stare at me because I’ m making
noii^e.”
Miss Anderson’ s advice for
students who object to drilling,
scraping, clanking, hisses, and
knocks while studying is, “ Come
after four o’ clock when the work
ers are gone.”
The Blue and White series will
present
a recital
by Regine
C respin on February 26. The
recital, originally scheduled for
last year, was cancelled due to
illness. The concert will beheld
in Johnson theatre at 8:15 p.m.
Platinum, one of the precious
metals used in modern jewelry,
also finds special use in modern
automobiles.

The P IZ Z A DEN
wishes to announce the
future opening of the

KEG ROOM
(downstairs)

iheyre right
And wrong.

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company’s success. We act
on that belief.

where you can meet
your friends

Sandy - Carl Bakery

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage It

Breakfast

You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s

Lunch

success. . . If you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • M ETAUURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L
Stoner, Engineering Department Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

96 Main St.

868-7782

Birthday Cakes and
Specialities on Order
Dinner
6 ajn. to 6 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 * .« -

C. I. W HITE INC.
“The Name o f the
Game is Living”

D E V E LO P E R S OF
W ED G EW O O D EST A T E S,
D U R H A M , N. H.
C O U N T R Y C L U B EST A T E S,
D O V ER , N. H.

LO TS A V A IL A B L E

P ra tt & W h it n e y P Ir c r a f t
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

u

IRCF
DIVISION OF UNITED A
AIRCRAFT
CORP.

P
An Equal Opportunity Emptoyar

Custom building on your lot
or ours.
90% financing available for
qualified buyers.
868-2192
868-2862
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Wiidkitten Trackmen Trip MIT

Footsie

While goalie Rick Metzer (hidden behind No. 8) helplessly
crouches, defending the UNH goal, Captain Graham Bruder and
Captain Dale Watson appear to be playing ‘ ‘ footsie” . Actually
Bruder is fending off Watson while trying to kick away the loose
puck. Pete Stoutenburg and Norm Beau (8) look on.
____________________________________________
(Photo by Wallner)

SLU/ RPI Wreck Wildcats
The
hockey team saw their
hopes for an ECAC Division I
tournament berth virtually shat
tered last weekend by two fo r
midable New York teams, St.
Lawrence and Rensselaer Poly
technic Institute.
New Hampshire had to win both
games, to stay in contention for
the
post-season tourney next
month. Now, UNH can do no
better than 7-6 in Division I
play and probably will have to
wait another year before quali
fying for their first Division play
off berth.
There is only an outside chance
that the Wildcats could make the
tournament in 1968. If they beat
Boston College this Saturday at
Chestnut Hill and Dartmouth next
Wednesday at Hanover, UNH, with
victories over BU and BC, could
be chosen over another team with
a similar record.
St. Lawrence tamed an over
anxious pack of Wildcats at the
Batchelder Rink Friday night,
5-1. The husky Larries broke

New Hampshire’ s record-setting
13-game
win-streak
before
nearly 5,000 disappointed Winter
Carnival fans.
The SLU defense stifled the
‘ Cats offense which worked num
erous plays but only once solved
their scoring mystery.
The L arries’ Rick Smith poked
a loose puck into the nets, late
in the first period, after Ricky
Metzer had made the initial stop.
New Hampshire seemed to have
the advantage during the second
period, and
appeared to have
scored after Rich David skated
in alone and beat goalie Jim
Healey, The goal judge ruled that
the puck only hit the outside post
and came out without crossing the
red line, as the capacity crowd
voiced disagreement.
St. Lawrence added two tallies
early in the final period, on Wild
cat
defensive
lapses. Dave
Erickson stroked a stray puck
into the cage three minutes before
Ron Waske scored on a power
play at 7:50.

B R A D M C IN T IR E
DURHA M .NEW HAMPSHIRE
Nom e.

L A D IE S '

Suits

Suits

Coots

Long Coots

Pants

Jockets

Topcoats

Skirts

Raincoats

Dresses

Shirts

B lo u s e s

Ties

House Coats

Sweoters

Blankets

Bathrobes

Slax

CLASSIFIED ADS
A T T E N T IO N : UNH S T U D E N T S Special discount any
time during open bowling. 30 cents a string. I.D. cards
must be shown. Friendship Lanes, Route 108 North Main
Street, Newmarket, N.H. Hours: 1:00 p.m. til midnight.
Telephone 659-5124 for reservations.
H O U S E C L E A N IN G S E R V IC E : Busy Bee Housecleaning
Service, all types of housecleaning. Floors washed and
waxed, paint washed, rugs and furniture shampooed. Call
692-3851.
H O U SE for rent in Durham. 2 bedrooms, living room, kit
chen, garage. Unfurnished. Married couples preferred. $130
per month. Call 2774 after 6 p.m.
Q U IT E R O O M available for this semester. Refrigerator,
priveleges. 5 min. walk from campus. Contact: Marcel
Lavoie, 43 Madbury Road, Durham.
W A N T E D : Ride to Portsmouth Rehabilitation Center
(12:30) and return (5 pm) Contact Pauline Griffen, ext.424.
L A R G E bed-sitting room, separate shower and kitchen
facilities. Male senior or grad. Call 868-5304.
L A K S H M I — IN D IA SHOP. New shipment from India just
arrived! New hours: Monday - Thursday, 6 - 7 p.m. Thurs
day 12 - 1. Laura Smart ext. 428.

Restaurant
(formerly Grants)

We invite you to visit our completely remodeled dining area and coffee bar.
—

S w e a t e rs

Synthetic ond Delicate Fabrics A t Owner's Risk
In structions:

Search For Nickel
Although m o s t of the free
world’ s supply of nickel still
com es from Canada, exploration
for new nickel mines continues
throughout the world. Active de
velopment is being carried out in
the United States, New Caledo
nia, Guatemala, Malaysia, Aus
tralia and Africa.

Donut and Coffee Shop

Dote.
M E N 'S

Mile:
Bob
Jarret, second.
High Jump:
Gary King, first.
Long Jump: Gary King, first;
Ken Cygen, second.
35-lb. weight:
Andy Buinicky,
first;
Peter Hewell, second.
Shotput:
Andy Buinicky, first;
Pete Hewell, second.
Pole Vault; Dana Bartlett, sec
ond.

Y O U N G 'S

(S T T

Address

The
game Wildcats finally
scored at 12:17 when Mike Ontkean scored from close-range
after David and Mickey Goulet
set him up. St. Lawrence scored
again, a minute later, and the UNH
defense
fell apart,
allowing
another Larrie goal in the last
minute of play.
As the finad buzzer sounded, a
skirmish commenced near the St.
Lawrence goal, and continued
intermittently for seven minutes
in other areas o f the rink until
the players got tired.
New Hampshire experienced
more frustrations Saturday night
against a. burly squad of Engin
eers from RPI, in a 4-1 loss.
RPI’ s
Norm Beau and Dale
Watson gave the Engineers a
quick 2-0 lead in the first period.
Beau scored on a rebound and
Watson deflected the puck off a
UNH skater.
Beau and Rancourt each scored
again before Dave Sheen fired a
perfectly aimed shot past goalie
Tom Nichol at 17:53.

The frosh track team won its
third meet.
Winter Carnival
Weekend, defeating MIT, 59-42
Saturday afternoon.
Gary King and Andy Buinicky
paced the ‘ Kittens, who earned
most of their points in the field
and
shorter running
events.
Strong second efforts by Bob
Jar ret and Bob Kellerner brought
New Hampshire insurance points
late in the meet.
New Hampshire results:
60-yard dash: Dave Unber, first;
Gary King, second,
60-yard high hurdles: Gary King,
first;
Dave Dominie, second;
Doug Zechel, third.
600-yard run:
Bill Tosetevin,
third.
1000-yard run: Bob Kellerner,
second; John Foley, third.

CLEAN

PRESS

R E P A IR

W o te tp to e f

featuring
complete dinners
over 25 varieties of sandwiches
Sundaes — Frappes — Shakes
also announcing a brand new feature for Durham:
Our own famous Handcut Donuts
Made fresh dally right on the premises
Why not come In and select your favorite brand of beer or ale from our new
self service display case.
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Tufts Pins Wrestlers, 29-18
The wrestling team lost their
sixth match of the season last
Saturday to Tufts, 29-18.
Handicapped by forfeiting the
first two weight classes, UNH
could not regain the lead from
an experienced Tufts team.
In the 130 lb. class, Dave Romei
was upset by Bane of Tufts when
he gave up four penalty points.
It was Romei’ s first loss of the
season,
UNH won the next two matches
as John Carpenter pinnedDebarba of Tufts at 1:48 of the first
period, and Bob Rudolph took a
3-2 decision over Leech.
The brief New Hampshire rally
was then halted when Bumpus of
UNH was pinned, and favored
Dave Abbey of UNH lost a 3-2
decision to Morton.
Trailing 21-8, Jim Denham won
his 7th match of the season a-

gainst only one loss as he pinned
Alkon in the second period.
Tufts captured the next two
weight classes with a decision
over Morell of UNH by Karry,
and a pin on Boucher in the
first period by O’ Kula.
Vinnie Martino, who has im
proved consistently over the sea
son, won the unlimited class
with a pin on John Weston at
2:51 in the final period of their
match.
The freshman also lost to Tufts
by a 25-23 score. They had been
leading going into the final match
23-20.
This Saturday both the Var
sity and Frosh will w r e s t l e
UMASS.
While UMASS has a
better season record than New
Hampshire, Coach Irv H e s s
feels the match will be one of
the best of the season.

WILDCAT
SPORTS
BU Hands Wildcats 17th Loss
Boston University lifted its
basketball record to 7-10 last
Saturday with an 85-65 victory
over UNH at the Field House.
Only a sparse crowd was on
hand to see the Wildcats lose
their 17th consecutive game.
The Terriers built a 45-26
half time advantage on the shoot
ing of John Hayes who had 16
points. Hayes added another 12
in the second half for a game
high of 28 as BU coasted to
victory,
Steve Gladstone had the other
hot hand for the T erriers as he

scored ten field goals for 20
points.
Again New Hampshire handi
capped itself with a poor de
fense.
BU was able to score
easily throughout most of the
game.
Captain Denny Hodgton was
high man for UNH with 17 points,
while Scott Sargent and Jeff Ban
nister had 12 and 11 points apiece.
The Wildcats play Springfield
and St. Anselm’ s away before
returning to Durham on March
1 for their final game of the
season against Northeastern Uni
versity,

Unlimited
Power

220-lb. Vince Martino grapples in unlimited weight class with John Weston
of Tufts.
Martino won the match with a pin, but UNH lost the meet 29-18.
(photo by Wallner)

Trackmen Lose To MIT 4 6 Vi-5 7 V2
The UNH Indoor track team
lost a home meet to MIT, Sat
urday, 46-1/2 to 57-1/2, after
taking a strong first-half lead
in the weight division.
Bill Phillips took three events,
long jump, shot, and hammer,
while Bob Nichols, A1 Burns,
and Ed Tostevin took three sec
ond places for a total heavy
events score of 25-1/2 com
pared with 19-1/2 for the MIT
strongmen.
Phillips, a junior from Exeter,
is also a star halfback on the
Wildcat football team.
Phillips’ shot distance was 45’
6 -1 /2 ” , 56’ 5 -3 /4 ” in the ham
mer throw, and he jumped a
distance of 21’ 6 - l /4 ” in the long
jump.

In the speed events--1000
meter, 600 meter, mile, two
mile, and the team relay, MIT
took first place and gathered
many of the second half points
which gave them victory.
Doug Townsend was a f i r s t
place winner for the sprinters,
taking the high hurdles in a time
of 8.0 seconds, for 5 points and
Jim Upham added 3 more by tak
ing second place in that event.
Bob Crellin, captain of the
team, won the 60-yard dash with

ranklin
Wed. Feb. 21
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Sports Calendar
TODAY
Varsity Hockey
UNH vs. Middlebury at Snively
Arena (7 p.m.)
Indoor Track, Varsity and Frosh
UNH vs. Tufts at Field House
(6:30 p.m.)

DONT

TOMORROW
Freshman Hockey
UNH vs. New Prep at Snively j
Avena (3 p.m.)
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Show Times 6:30 - 8:45
Thurs. - Fri. Feb. 22 - 23
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— Archer Winsten.

technicolor
Show Times 6:30 - 8:35

fight it.

Get Eaton’s Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don’t show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton’s Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

a time of 6.3 seconds to give the
Wildcats 5 points in that event
and stretch their lead to 11
points, but the final speed events
were crucial in closing the gap
as MIT gained 34 points com 
pared to the 16 final points of
UNH.
The Frosh started the day right
by spanking MIT 59 to 43 with a
big weight event edge of 32-10
which held throughout the meet.

All Eligible Rushees.
There is still time to sign
up for Fraternity Rush.
Sign up at the Union desk and be
sure to attend open house this week.

Happiness? Satisfac
tion? The accomplish
ment of a lifelonggoal?
Are you looking for
something with sub
stance behind it — a
more expansive con
cept of your purpose
and capacities, a
deeper understanding
of God and how He
governs man? Hear
this lecture entitled
“HOW TO LIVE
SU C CESSFU LLY’’ by
Herbert E. Rieke,
C.S.B., a member of
The Christian Science
Board of Lectureship.
Everyone is invited.
Thursday Eve.
February 22nd.
Grafton Rm., M U B
7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
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